Parameter optimization of the QUAL2K model for a multiple-reach river using an influence coefficient algorithm.
An influence coefficient algorithm and a genetic algorithm (GA) were introduced to develop an automatic calibration model for QUAL2K, the latest version of the QUAL2E river and stream water-quality model. The influence coefficient algorithm was used for the parameter optimization in unsteady state, open channel flow. The GA, used in solving the optimization problem, is very simple and comprehensible yet still applicable to any complicated mathematical problem, where it can find the global-optimum solution quickly and effectively. The previously established model QUAL2Kw was used for the automatic calibration of the QUAL2K. The parameter-optimization method using the influence coefficient and genetic algorithm (POMIG) developed in this study and QUAL2Kw were each applied to the Gangneung Namdaecheon River, which has multiple reaches, and the results of the two models were compared. In the modeling, the river reach was divided into two parts based on considerations of the water quality and hydraulic characteristics. The calibration results by POMIG showed a good correspondence between the calculated and observed values for most of water-quality variables. In the application of POMIG and QUAL2Kw, relatively large errors were generated between the observed and predicted values in the case of the dissolved oxygen (DO) and chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) in the lowest part of the river; therefore, two weighting factors (1 and 5) were applied for DO and Chl-a in the lower river. The sums of the errors for DO and Chl-a with a weighting factor of 5 were slightly lower compared with the application of a factor of 1. However, with a weighting factor of 5 the sums of errors for other water-quality variables were slightly increased in comparison to the case with a factor of 1. Generally, the results of the POMIG were slightly better than those of the QUAL2Kw.